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Mission	Statement	

Explore,	Understand	and	Explain	the	Nature	and	
Origins	of	Life	in	the	Universe	and	the	Evolu9on	of	
Intelligence		
	
We	Share	our	Work	with	the	Public	to	Inform,	
Educate	and	Inspire	Current	and	Future	
Genera9ons		





SI	–	managed	educa*on	
program	for	teachers		
NASA	funded	

Undergraduate	summer	
internship	at	SETI	Ins*tute	
NSF	funded	

Space	STEM	Badges	for	
Girls	Scouts	USA		
NASA	funded	

SOFIA	Airborne	
Astronomy	

Ambassadors	Program	

Summer	Research	
Experience	for	

Undergraduates	(REU)	

Reaching	for	the	Stars	
NASA	Space	Science	for	

Girl	Scouts	



How	Many?	

How?	

Are	We	Alone?	



Frank	Drake	

Jill	Tarter	Carl	Sagan	

Standing	on	the		
Shoulders	of	Giants	

Charles	Townes	



How	Many?	

Where?	 										What?											Who?								How?	

Habitability	vs.	Coevolu*on	



CARL	SAGAN	
CENTER		

Astronomy	&	
Astrophysics	 Astrobiology	 Climate	&	

Geoscience	 Exoplanets	 Planetary	
Explora*on	

Radio	&	Op*cal	
SETI	



Searching	for	Life	Beyond	Earth	

Did	you	Know?		
Forma*on	of	Organic	Molecules	and	

Delivery	to	Planets	



Understand	Planetary	Habitability	

Did	you	Know?		
Support	Landing	Site	Selec*on	and	Planetary	Missions		



Understand	Planetary	Habitability	

Did	you	Know?		
Develop	Planetary	Instrument	&	Surface	Opera*ons	



Imagine	the	Future	of	Planetary	ExploraDon	

Design	and	Test	Technology	for	Future	Robo*c	and	Human	Explora*on		
Did	you	Know?		



Explore		
Terrestrial	Analogs	

Characterize	the	
Fingerprints	of	Life	

Develop	New	
Instruments	and	

Explora*on	Strategies	

Did	you	Know?		



Monitor	Asteroids	
&	Learn	How	to	Protect	the	Earth	

Discover	Moons	
And	Guide	SpacecraUs	

Did	you	Know?		



Use	the	Technology		
Developed	for	Planetary	Explora*on	

To	Monitor	the	Changes	on	
our	own	Planet	

Did	you	Know?		



Discover	New	Worlds	and	
	New	Earths	

From	Space	and	From	the	Ground…and	

Did	you	Know?		



Understand	the	Rise	of	Intelligence	and	Civiliza*on	in	
the	Universe	(Who	and	Where?)		

How	to	Communicate…	

And	Make	Contact	



Coevolu*on	of	Life	&	Environment	on	Mars	

Redefining	The	ExploraDon	of	Life	in	the	Universe	

From	Microbes	to	Intelligence	and	Technology	



NASA	
Astrobiology	
Ins*tute	(NAI)	

Arc*c/Antarc*c	
Extremophiles	

Research	

KEPLER	Space	
Telescope	Data	

Pipeline	

NASA	Rings	Node	
Database	

Radio	&	Op*cal	
SETI	Research	

SETI	Ins*tute	
leads	one	of	the	
NAI	Teams		
NASA	Funded	

Dale	Anderson		at	
Lake	Untersee	
Antarc*c		
Privately	Funded		

SI	Manages	Data	
Pipeline	for	
Kepler	and	K2	
NASA	Funded	

SI	Manages	the	
Rings	and	Moons	
node	for	PDS	
NASA	Funded	

Allen	Telescope	
Array	and	SETI	
Research	
Privately	Funded	



Life	Beyond	Earth	

•  Connect	the	dots.	

•  Go	aKer	the	big	knowledge	
Gaps	and	make	quantum	leaps.	

•  RevoluDonize	how	science	and	
exploraDon	are	done.	

•  …FDL	is	showing	the	way	

	



Applied artificial intelligence research accelerator that combines the 
AI capabilities of NASA, academia, and private sector companies in 

support of NASA’s science priorities and mission goals. 



SETI and AI – Initial Steps	
!  4.5TB data coming 

from the beamformers 
every hour 

 
!  Data searched for 

narrow-band signals 
using FFT in custom 
hardware 

 
!   “Blind” to other types of 

potential signals of 
interest 

 
!  Most data is dumped – 

only the data with 
detected signals is 
saved for later analysis 



SETI and AI – Initial Steps 
setiQuest/ML4SETI 



The	ML4SETI	Hackathon	Challenge	–	Summer	2017	/	100	Par*cipants!	

"  SETI	Ins*tute,	IBM	Watson,	UC	Berkeley,	
Galvanize,	Nimbix,	Skymind	,	The	SETI	League		

"  Signal	classifica*on	into	7	categories	:	”noise”	+	#		
"  35k	training	signals	per	class	(140k	total)	
"  Judging	based	on	lowest	mul*nomial	LogLoss	

score	on	previously	unobserved	test	data	set	

"  Team	Effsubsee	(1st	place)	
"  Wide	ResNet	(34x2)	based	on	Zagoruyko,	et	al	

hhp://arxiv.org/abs/1605.07146)	
"  NVIDIA	TitanX:	~1	day	training	

"  Team	Signet	(2nd	place)		
"  201	layer	densenet	from	Huang,	et	al.	hhps://

arxiv.org/abs/1608.06993	
"  NVIDIA	GTX	1080	Ti:	~2	days	training	



The	ML4SETI	Hackathon	Challenge	

Top	Prize:	Team	Effsubsee	
using	DL	on	Wide	ResNet		
Based	on	Zagoruyko,	et	al	hhp://arxiv.org/abs/1605.07146	

hhps://arxiv.org/abs/1803.08624	





A	few	examples	from	2017…	

AI	for	Space	Science	



NASA	FDL	2017	

•  Planetary	Defense:	Asteroid	Shape	Modeling	
•  Planetary	Defense:	Long	Period	Comets	
•  Space	Weather:	Solar	Flare	Predic*on	

•  Teams	of	6-8	researchers	–	AI	developers	+	space	scien*sts	
•  IBM	equipped	each	team	with…		

–  Dual	Xeon	E5-2690v4	/	28	cores	/	2.60	GHz		/	128	GB	RAM	/	1.2TB	SSD	
HD	

–  GPU	=	2	x	Tesla	P100	GPUs	with	16GB		
–  100TB	of	shared	cloud	storage	



• The FDL team tackled the task of automating 
task of creating 3D shape models of NEOs from 
sparse radar data – critical for threat 
assessment and orbit fitting 

 
• The process currently takes up to four weeks 
of manual interventions by experts using 
traditional software.  

 
• The team demonstrated a DL model for 
automation that allows asteroids to be 3D 
shape generated in several hours.  

 
• This result will hopefully allow researchers to 
render 3D models of the current backlog of 
radar imaged asteroids.  







• Solar storm prediction is critical for protecting satellites and other 
technical infrastructure, as well as the lives of astronauts 
• Current operational flare forecasting relies on human morphological 
analysis of active regions and the persistence of solar flare activity.  
• The FDL team performed analyses of solar magnetic complexity and 
deployed convolutional neural networks to connect solar UV images 
taken by SDO/AIA into forecasts of maximum x-ray emissions. 
• The technique has the potential to improve both the reliability and 
accuracy of solar flare predictions. 

 





Want	more	details	on	FDL	2017		
Implementa*ons	and	Results?	

Check	out	the	NASA	FDL	2017	Proceedings:		bit.ly/FDL2017_Proceedings	



NASA	FDL	2018	–	Bigger	and	Beher!	



	Example:	Lunar	Resources	for	Permanent	Outposts 
(e.g.	Ice	water	in	perma-shadows,	ready-made	shelters,	etc.) 

Lava Tube Skylights     v.s.             Craters 



	Example:	The	Sun	Tomorrow,	Today 
24	hour	forecast	of	the	appearance	of	the	Sun 

! Solar Dynamics Observatory AIA 
instrument … 12 HD images of the Sun 
every 12 seconds since 2010.	
  

! Use petabytes of SDO AIA images to 
build a neural net model to produce a 
forecast of what the sun will look like 24 
hours into the future.	
  

! The trained neural net model would 
ingest a time-series sequence of AIA 
images leading up to the present 
moment, and output an image of the sun 
as it is predicted to appear in 24 hours.  

Today 

Tomorrow  

Forecast  



Looking	ahead….	

•  SETI	Ins*tute	supports	NASA	FDL	and	the	applica*on	of	AI	
across	a	wide	range	of	space	science	problems	

•  This	experience	and	investment	is	being	internalized	to		
“AI-enable”	the	core	SETI	mission	

•  Ar*ficial	Intelligence	is	cri*cal	to	advancing	the	search	for	
biosignatures	and	techno-hints	

•  To	understand	why,	we	must	endure	a	few	minutes	of	
humilia*on…	



The	Ego	of	Humankind	

Science	says: 
 

"Hey,	humans,	great	news....		
it	turns	out	that	you	are	much	more	

important	that	you	thought	you	were!" 



The	Ego	of	Humankind	



The	Mediocrity	of	Humankind	

New	Law: 
We	are	not	special	in	any	

way. 



Answering	Fermi	

WE	ARE	SUPER	SMART. WE	ARE	SUPER	DUMB. 



Exploring the no.on that we are super dumb 



Exploring the no.on that we are super dumb 

It’s	the	law:	We	are	not	special	



Exploring the no.on that we are super dumb 

Not	capable	of	
understanding	everything 

Capable	of	understanding	
everything 



Exploring the no.on that we are super dumb 

Not	capable	of	
understanding	everything 

Capable	of	understanding	
everything 



Exploring the no.on that we are super dumb 

Not	capable	of	
understanding	everything 

Capable	of	understanding	
everything 

We	need	to	get	up	here	to	
be	where	all	the	ac*on	is. 

Only	assumpDon:	That	it	is	possible	for	an	
intelligent	en*ty	to	create	something	

more	intelligent	than	itself	
(Then	you	just	recurs	upwards) 

Op*ons	include:	
Evolu*on,	Eugenics,	
Gene*c	Engineering,	
Ar*ficial	Intelligence 



Taking Stock of the Situa.on 

• We	are	not	special	in	any	way. 
• Compared	to	ET,	it	is	highly	probable	that: 

• We	are	technological	newborns,	and	oblivious	to	what	ET	is	doing. 
• We	will	never	understand	what	ET	is	doing,	unless	we	enhance	our	intelligence. 

• Ar*ficial	Intelligence	is	the	fastest	way	to	achieve	the	higher	
enlightenment	needed	to	join	the	club.	
	
	

…	in	the	mean*me	…	

	 
• Ar*ficial	Intelligence	may	also	be	the	best	way	to	detect	ET,	even	if	we	
don't	have	a	clue	what	is	really	going	on. 



Detec.ng ET when you are not special or intelligent 

• Assume	no	inten*onal	signals,	and	that	ET	will	not	dumb	things	down	for	us. 
• Assume	we	can't	comprehend	what	ET	is	doing. 
• Assume	that	ET	intelligence	may	not	biological: 

•  Looking	for	bio-signatures	is	a	very	important	endeavor,	but... 
•  Bio-hints	and	the	concept	of	"habitable	zones"	may	have	no	bearing	on	where	or	how	
intelligence	exists		
	 

•  Strategy:	Hope	that	ET’s	ac*vi*es	generate	side-effects	in	our	observable	
universe	that	can	be	remotely	detected	using	our	current	technology	and		
that	they	are	somehow	dis*nguishable	from	our	defini*on	of	"nature" 

•  SETI	=	Looking	for	“techno-hint”	anomalies. 



The Anomaly Engine: AI and the Detec.on of Alien Intelligence 

•  Augmented	SETI:	Using	AI	to	look	for	anomalies. 
• Great	strategy	because:	

• We	are	not	smart	enough	to	comprehend	what	intelligence	really	looks	like.	
• We	are	not	special	enough	to	have	ET	make	things	obvious	for	us.	

•  The	all-or-nothing	nature	of	"tradi9onal	SETI"	is	augmented	with	a	win-win	
scenario:	

•  Best	case:	Anomaly	remains	stubbornly	unexplained	and	seems	suspiciously	inten*onal...	
growing	consensus	that	something	is	afoot.		

•  Worst	case:	Anomaly	has	whispers	of	ET,	but	the	scien*fic	community	discovers	a	natural	
explana*on.	Examples:	pulsars,	KIC	8462852,	quan*zed	dispersion	measures	of	FRBs	



The Anomaly Engine: AI and the Detec.on of Alien Intelligence 

Imaginary	scenario	:	Anomalous	correla*ons	 
 
!  Time	series	luminosity	from	millions	of	stars...	they	all	look	prehy	normal 
 
 
 
!  Use	AI	to	look	for	any	paherns	within	the	luminosity	data 
!  It	finds	two	stars	that	are	7.8	LY	apart	have	luminosity	changes	that	are	
inversions	of	each	other....	and	there	is	no	delay	in	their	synchroniza*on. 



The Anomaly Engine: AI and the Detec.on of Alien Intelligence 

Imaginary	scenario	:	Anomalous	morphologies	 
 
•  Train	a	Deep	Learning	model	to	find	all	observable	examples	of	
gravita*onal	lensing,	and	classify	them	based	on	similarity 

 
•  It	finds	lots	of	these... 
 
• But	it	suggests	we	take	a		
closer	look	at	this	one... 



•  Deep	Learning	Autoencoders:	popular	
choice	for	anomaly	detec*on.		

•  Train	an	autoencoder	that	is	able	to	
reconstruct	data	of	a	certain	domain.	

•  The	model	will	do	a	good	job	of	
reconstruc*ng	“normal”	data	that	was	
rela*vely	common	in	its	training,	but	will	
fail	to	reconstruct	anomalous/outlier	data.		

•  “Anomaly	index”	=	the	cost	func*on:		
the	difference	between	original	data	and	
the	reconstructed	data	produced	by	the	
autoencoder.	

 

The AI Anomaly Engine: Examples and current research 

Example	use:	An	
autoencoder	that	is	
shown	thousands	of	
faces	does	a	great	job	
of	denoising	and	
repairing	pictures	of	
new	faces	it	has	never	
seen	before.		

Credits:	Avery	Allen,	Wenchen	Li.	“Genera*ve	Adversarial	Denoising	Autoencoder	for	Face	Comple*on”,		
www.cc.gatech.edu/~hays/7476/projects/Avery_Wenchen	



The AI Anomaly Engine: Examples and current research 

Credits:	Kiran	BR,	Thomas	DM,	Parakkal	R.	An	Overview	of	Deep	Learning	Based	Methods	for	Unsupervised	and	Semi-Supervised	
Anomaly	Detec*on	in	Videos.	Journal	of	Imaging.	2018;	4(2):36.	



The AI Anomaly Engine – Nearby black hole or ET manipula.ng gravity? 

Ground	truth	

Step	1:	Use	known	images	of	gravita*onal	lensing	to	train	a	CNN	to	look	for	more	examples	(supervised	learning).	
	
Step	2:	Use	output	of	Step	1	to	train	a	DL	autocorrela*on	model	to	reconstruct	images	of	gravita*onal	lensing.	
	
Step	3:	Feed	the	same	output	of	Step	1	into	the	DL	autocorrela*on	model	and	“score”	each	image	based	on	accuracy	of	the	
reconstruc*on…	poor	reconstruc*on	means	“something	unusual”	

Autoencoder	with	reconstruc*on	

Reconstructed	image	 Anomaly	Mask	
(image	difference)	



In Summary, the proposed hypothesis is... 

• Without	AI,	we	will	be	incapable	of	understanding	the	ac*vi*es	of	
the	interstellar	community. 

• Nearer	term,	AI	is	also	a	powerful	tool	to	cast	a	wide	net	to	look	
for	“techno-hint”	anomalies	that	such	a	community	exists.	

• Anomaly-centric	SETI	is	increasingly	compelling	due	to	AI: 
!  Look	for	byproducts	of	technology	we	can’t	understand. 
!  Drive	a	SETI	strategy	that	will	generate	new	science	even	
when	ET	turns	out	to	not	be	answer...	a	win-win. 

 
 



Join	us!	

AI	Developers	(you)		+		NVIDIA	GPUs		+		Space	Science	Data		=	
“Are	We	Alone?”	

	
www.fron*erdevelopmentlab.org	

	
www.se*.org	


